2018 Synod Journey
Housing Assignments

Church:
City:

Below are your housing room assignments for The Synod Journey. The primary leader and
congregation is listed with each room, so if your room will be shared with members from a different
group you will know the group and its leaders to connect with. The “Rm#” listed is for our purposes,
to show the people that are in the same room – this is not the number of your hotel room.
Due to last minute cancellations, these assignments are subject to change. If this happens prior to
departure, you will be notified by email or phone.
Room Changes: We have filled our room blocks, and cannot add any rooms to accommodate
changes. We know how “friendship drama” can make or break a trip, and can make adjusting
roommates necessary before and during a trip. If you need to adjust roommate assignments:
In Galveston: All changes need to be made through Catherine by June 4, since each person is
assigned a key that they are personally responsible for. There is a $10 replacement fee for
broken/lost key cards, and a $75 replacement fee for broken/lost hard keys.
There are various floor plans for the dorm rooms in Galveston. Rooms hold 4, 2 or singles. We
fill nearly every room, so switching rooms is limited unless you are able to switch between youth
within your congregation.
A typical quad layout is below. In quad sleeping room assignments (sleep 4), the top two names
(A, AA) are on one side, the bottom two are on the other side (B, BB).
A/AA
B/BB
The 4 people assigned to a room can choose which side they sleep
on.

Remember: You need to bring your own linens or toiletries
for Texas A&M! Each person needs to bring sheets/blanket or
Bath
room

Bath
room

sleeping bag, pillow, towels/washcloth, soap, shampoo and other
toiletries. We have been told they are standard size twin mattresses,
but the Texas A&M website recommends Twin XL sheets.

In Houston: If you need to make room changes, please notify Catherine no later than June 4.
After that date you are welcome to switch youth around in your existing rooms, with no need to
notify us. We do ask that you keep adult leaders in the assigned rooms so we know where to
locate them in case of emergency. Rooms listed as a “Triple” are a King bed with pull out sofa.
Rooms listed as a “Double” are 2 double beds.


Adults: Remember to bring an air mattress in addition to your sheets/sleeping bag! Even
if it looks like you will have a bed to yourself or sharing with another adult in Houston, last
minute room changes or assignments and room types can occur with hotels!

(Over)

